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a b s t r a c t
We say that A≤LR B if every B-random real is A-random—in other words, if B has at least as
much derandomization power as A. The LR reducibility is a natural weak reducibility in the
context of randomness, and generalizes lowness for randomness. We study the existence
and properties of upper bounds in the context of the LR degrees. In particular, we show
that given two (or even finitely many) low sets, there is a low c.e. set which lies LR above
both. This is very different from the situation in the Turing degrees, where Sacks’ splitting
theorem shows that two low sets can join to 0′.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The LR-reducibility was introduced by André Nies in [9] as a way of understanding lowness for randomness from a
different angle. The definition is a partial relativization of lowness for randomness: A ≤LR B if and only ifMLRB ⊆MLRA.
Intuitively, A ≤LR B if B has at least as much power to derandomize as A, so the LR-reducibility measures derandomization
power rather than computational power. As such it is a covering notion, and A ≤LR B if every Martin-Löf test relative to
A can be covered by a Martin-Löf test relative to B. However, it is not a true reducibility, because there are no reduction
procedures. In fact, Barmpalias et al. showed in [5] that 0′ has uncountably many predecessors under LR. On the other hand,
Joseph Miller showed in [8] that each low for Ω set has countably many predecessors, leaving the converse as an open
question. Barmpalias and Lewis showed in [2] that having countably many predecessors is equivalent to being low forΩ .
Kjos-Hanssen et al. proved in [7] that this structure is equivalent to another structure, the LK degrees, which are defined
by giving a partial relativization of being low for K : A ≤LK B if KA ≤ K B + O(1). This generalizes the fact that being low for
K is the same as being low for randomness, making this a relatively robust structure.
This paper exhibits a surprising divergence between the LR degrees and the Turing degrees.
Theorem 1. Given low sets A, B, there is a low c.e. set C such that A, B ≤LR C.
This is in stark contrast with Sacks’ splitting theorem, which shows that 0′ is the least upper bound in the Turing degrees
of two low (c.e.) sets.
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1.1. Properties of≤LR
Because LR is a covering notion dealing with sets of bounded measure, it relates to the reverse mathematics of measure
theory. It has connections with other definitions which have arisen in that context (see [11]):
Definition 2. B is almost-everywhere dominating if, for almost all reals X (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure), every X-computable
function is dominated by some B-computable function. B is uniformly almost-everywhere dominating if there is a single
B-computable function f such that for almost all X , every X-computable function is dominated by f .
Kjos-Hanssen et al. showed in [7] that the following are equivalent for a real B:
• B is almost-everywhere dominating
• B is uniformly almost-everywhere dominating
• 0′ ≤LR B.
In addition to showing the connection with reverse mathematics, this theorem has a useful corollary: if 0′ ≤LR B, then B is
high. This follows from the above theorem together with Martin’s high domination theorem.
The LR reducibility will inevitably be compared to Turing reducibility, which after all is the prototypical example of a
reducibility for computability theorists. However,≤LR is very different from≤T . One of the first examples of this is that the
usual Turing join, ⊕, is not a join in the LR degrees. (For an example, see [10], 5.6.24.) It is not known whether there is a
join in the LR degrees; it may be that there are two LR degrees with no least upper bound. Another example was already
mentioned: some reals have uncountably many LR-predecessors. Nevertheless, one can easily see that A ⊕ B is an upper
bound for A and B, even if it is not a least upper bound.
The main result of this paper shows that the upper bound A⊕ Bmay not even be close to being a least upper bound. By
Sacks’ splitting theorem, there are two low sets A and Bwith A⊕ B ≡T 0′, but by the main result of this paper, there is a low
c.e. set C which is an LR-upper-bound for A and B. This is in line with a previous result, due to Barmpalias et al. [4], which is
that for any Turing degree c > 0′, there are A, B ≤LR 0′ such that A⊕ B ∈ c. Their result shows that an LR upper bound may
be very far from a Turing upper bound globally. The result of this paper shows that a similar phenomenon occurs locally,
both in the∆02 degrees and in the c.e. degrees.
Dually to the least upper bound question, it is also unknown whether greatest lower bounds must always exist. The
related question of minimal pairs has been investigated. The existence of minimal pairs was first proved by Miller [8], who
showed that any relatively 2-random pair of sets gives a minimal pair of LR degrees. Barmpalias et al. [3] then exhibited a
minimal pair of LR degrees below the LR degree of the halting problem, by starting with an LR degree with countably many
predecessors, and showing that it is possible to find a member of givenΠ01 class which avoids countably many upper cones.
However, Barmpalias [1] showed that there are no minimal pairs of ∆02 sets in the LR degrees. An interesting feature of
both existence proofs is that one or both of the degrees constructed have countably many predecessors. It remains an open
question whether there is a minimal pair of LR degrees which each have uncountably many predecessors.
A useful technical tool for dealing with ≤LR is due to Kjos-Hanssen [6], which gives a characterization of A ≤LR B. The
following are equivalent for reals A, B:
• A ≤LR B
• everyΣ01 (A) class of measure less than 1 is contained in someΣ01 (B) class of measure less than 1
• some member of a universal Martin-Löf test relative to A is contained in aΣ01 (B) class of measure less than 1.
This equivalence will be used to set up the requirements in the proof of the main theorem.
1.2. Notation and conventions
If U is a set of binary strings, w(U) =∑σ∈U 2−|σ | is the weight of U . Thus the weight of U is at least the measure of the
open set determined by U , with the two being equal if and only if U is prefix-free. In order to work with c.e. sets of strings
rather thanΣ01 classes of reals as often as possible, we recast the definition of a universal oracleML-test usingweight instead
of measure. For our purposes, a universal oracle Martin-Löf test is a uniform sequence of c.e. operators Un : 2ω → 22<ω such
that for all X ∈ 2ω and for all nwe have
1. w(UXn ) < 2
−n, and
2. for all Martin-Löf tests {V Xk } relative X (wherew(V Xk ) < 2−k), some member of that test is a subset of UXn .
The condition w(UXn ) < 2
−n is stronger than the usual measure condition, but this makes no difference for defining
randomness. Universal oracle ML-tests exist which meet this condition: simply take the usual existence proof, and force
the sets to remain prefix-free, which ensures that the weight equals the measure.
Let Dy be a (strong) indexing of finite subsets of 2<ω , where D0 = ∅.
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2. Exhibiting LR upper bounds
In this section, we outline the strategy behind the proof of the main theorem:
Theorem 1. Given two low sets A, B, there is a low c.e. set C such that A, B ≤LR C.
Consider the problem, given a∆02 set X , of producing a∆
0
2 set Y , with Y ≥LR X , possibly with some additional properties.
Since X is ∆02, we have an approximation to X . By taking a member of the universal oracle Martin-Löf test and setting the
oracle to X , we obtain aΣ01 (X) set U
X . Furthermore, the∆02 approximation to X naturally gives aΣ
0
2 approximation to U
X .
To ensure that Y ≥LR X , we build a Σ01 (Y ) set V Y with w(V Y ) < 1 covering UX . If we succeed, then by the theorem of
Kjos-Hanssen, we have X ≤LR Y .
Themost obvious thing to dowhenσ entersUX is to immediately putσ inV Y . However, if the approximation toX changes
and σ leaves UX , it is less obvious what to do. There are two choices, each having advantages and disadvantages. The first
choice is to do nothing, which leaves σ in V Y . This has the advantage of preserving Y , so is compatible with other strategies
which attempt to restrain Y , for example to make Y low. However, it keeps superfluous weight in V Y . If this strategy is used
too often, and the set X is not itself K -trivial, the result is w(V Y ) = 1, so V Y is not a witness to X ≤LR Y , as desired. The
other option is to change Y , which allows us to remove σ from V Y . The advantage of this option is that it keeps superfluous
weight out of V Y , making it easy to ensure w(V Y ) < 1. The disadvantage is that changing Y frequently can result in a set
which is computationally powerful. If this is done too frequently, we have Y ≥T X .
Even though the usual definition ofMartin-Löf test refers tomeasure, as does the theoremof Kjos-Hanssenwe aremaking
use of, this strategy instead deals with weight. As discussed in the section on notation and conventions, the definition of an
Martin-Löf test may be recast in this matter, and this is equivalent for the purposes of defining randomness. Similarly, the
theorem of Kjos-Hanssen is still true when measure is replaced with weight, and the proof is identical. So we do not lose
anything by talking about weight instead of measure. The main advantage is that nonempty sets can have measure 0, but
nonempty sets have positive weight. Thus if one ensures thatw(U \ V ) = 0, then U ⊆ V .
2.1. Our strategy: divide and conquer
We are now ready to adapt the general strategy for producing an LR-upper-bound Y for a single set X outlined above to
our specific case, where we want to bound two separate low sets A and B, and must also make the set C ≥LR A, B be low. In
order to ensure that C is low, we will satisfy the usual lowness requirements
Ne : (∃∞s)ΦCe (e)↓ [s] =⇒ ΦCe (e)↓ .
We will use the standard strategy to satisfy these negative requirements: whenever we see a computationΦCe (e) converge
with use u, we restrain Cu and prevent it from changing unless a higher priority positive requirement takes precedence.
The positive requirements, however, need a new idea. We must ensure two things: that UA ⊆ V C , and that UB ⊆ V C ,
where V C is a Σ01 (C) set we build during the construction, with w(V
C ) < 1. In order to deal with this requirement at the
same time as we deal with the negative requirements, we will split it up into an infinite collection of more manageable
requirements, so that satisfying all of them will mean that this one requirement is satisfied. We do this by replacing the
requirement UX ⊆ V C with a requirement that this is ‘‘almost’’ true: true up to a set of small weight. So the positive
requirements are as follows:
P Ae : w(UA \ V C ) < 4−e−2
P Be : w(UB \ V C ) < 4−e−2.
The quantity 4−e−2 will be needed during the verification to show thatw(V C ) < 1. Fix a priority list withP Ai > P
B
i > Ni >
P Ai+1 for each i.
This choice of positive requirements already suggests the beginnings of a strategy. Since A and B are low, we can use a
‘‘measure guessing’’ strategy, using the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let U be a member of a universal oracle Martin-Löf test. Then for all X , there is an X ′-computable function fX : ω→ ω
such that DfX (e) ⊂ UX andw(UX \ DfX (e)) < 4−e−2. (In fact, fX ≤wtt X ′.)
Proof. We prove the unrelativized version; the version relativized to X is a trivial modification.
If U is a member of a universal Martin-Löf test, then w(U) is a left-c.e. real, hence 0′ can compute the largest multiple
q of 4−e−2 strictly less than w(U). Let U = s Us be an enumeration of U , let t be minimal such that w(Ut) > q, and let
Df (e) = Ut . Then f is 0′-computable, Df (e) ⊂ U , and
w(U \ Df (e)) = w(U)− w(Ut) < w(U)− q ≤ 4−e−2.
(In fact, f ≤wtt 0′ since we need only ask 4e+2 − 1 pre-specified questions of 0′ to compute q: ‘‘Is w(U) > 1 · 4−e−2?’’ ‘‘Is
w(U) > 2 · 4−e−2?’’, and so on.) 
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As A and B are low, the functions fA and fB from the above lemma are ∆02. The strategy for the positive requirement P
X
e
is to use the approximation of fX (e) to guess a finite set D which is ‘‘most’’ of the weight of UX (within 4−e−2). When D is
found, it is enumerated into V C (so long as it is consistent with guesses made by higher priority requirements). If the guess
later appears to incorrect, then P Xe will attempt to change C in order to remove D from V
C .
This strategy informs us how to make the difficult decision between changing C , to keep the measure of V C small, or
preserving C , to make C low. Whenever some string σ was enumerated into V C , it was done so for a particular requirement
Pn. If σ later leaves the setUA which caused us to add σ to V C , wewould like to change C to remove σ from V C , but thismight
violate the restraint forNe. We can then choose to change C , which allows us to satisfyPn without enlarging V C , but injured
Ne. Or we can choose to preserve C , which forces us to enlarge V C to satisfyPn, but avoids injuringNe. Which onewe choose
depends on which requirement has higher priority. Lowness ensures that our guess at the set D will eventually be correct,
which means that positive requirements eventually become satisfied. This in turns means that the positive requirements
each act only finitely often, so the negative requirements eventually become satisfied. Finally, each string that ends up in
V C without being in either UA or UB can be tied to the negative requirementNe restraining it. Carefully accounting for how
heavy a setNe can restrain will show thatw(V C ) < 1, finishing the proof.
There is an important subtlety in the last step, which is that the weight held permanently by Ne is not merely due to
incorrect guessesmadeby lower priority positive requirements at a stagewhenΦCe (e) is newly convergent, but also incorrect
guesses made earlier and then restrained by lower priority negative requirementsNi. The latter cannot be counted against
Ni, as a later change to C may injure a computationΦCi (i)without releasing this held weight as it is now held byNe. When
verifyingw(V C ) < 1 we must account for both possibilities.
3. Low upper bounds
In this section we give a full proof of the main theorem.
Theorem 1. If A, B are low, then there is a low c.e. set C such that A, B ≤LR C.
Proof. Let A, B be low, and let UX be the 2nd member of a universal oracle Martin-Löf test (so for any X we have w(UX ) <
1/4). We introduce the following requirements:
Ne : (∃∞s)ΦCse,s(e)↓ =⇒ ΦCe (e)↓
P Ae : w(UA \ V C ) < 4−e−2
P Be : w(UB \ V C ) < 4−e−2.
To satisfy the positive requirements P Xe , since X is low, by Lemma 3 there are ∆
0
2 functions fA(e) = lims fA(e, s) and
fB(e) = lims fB(e, s) such that for all e, and X = A or X = B, we have
1. DfX (e) ⊂ UX , and
2. w(UX \ Df (e)) < 4−e−2.
As a notational convention, we define fX (−1, s) = 0, so DfX (−1,s) = ∅. (This is done so that the general strategy for P Xe also
works for P X0 .)
Construction. Stage 0: Start the construction with C = ∅.
Stage s > 0:
1. LetP = P Xe be the highest priority positive requirement (with e < s) such that fX (e, s) ≠ fX (e, s−1). Define the restraint
function r(s) to be the maximum use u such that ΦCi (i)[s − 1] ↓ with use u for some i < e. We say P acts at stage s. (If
there is no such P , no requirement acts, so we may as well define r(s) = ∞.)
2. We define the set H(s) of strings held at stage s. Let P be the requirement which acts at stage s (or P = P As if no
requirement acted).
(a) For each P ′ > P where P ′ = P Yi , let
H(P ′, s) =

DfY (i,s) \ DfY (i−1,s) ifw(DfY (i,s) \ DfY (i−1,s)) < 4−i−1∅ otherwise.
(b) Let H(s) =P ′>P H(P ′, s).
3. If there is at least one string σ ∈ V C [s− 1] \ H(s)where σ ∈ V C [s− 1]with use u, and u > r(s), let u the least such use.
Enumerate u into Cs.
4. Enumerate H(s) \ V Css−1 into V C [s]with use s.
This ends the construction.
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Verification.
Lemma 1.1. IfΦCi (i)[s]↓ for infinitely many s, thenΦCi (i)↓ .
Proof. A computation ΦCi (i)[s] ↓ can only be injured (after stage i) when a positive requirement P > Ni acts. Positive
requirements P Xe only act when the approximation to fX (e) changes, so only finitely often. 
Thus C is low. In fact, if fA and fB are ω-c.e., then C is actually superlow. By Lemma 3, this will be true, for example, if A
and B are superlow.
In parallel to the sets H(P , s) of strings held by positive requirementsP at stage s, we will define sets H(N , s) of strings
held by negative requirements at stage s. Together, these sets comprise the unwanted strings in V C whichwe cannot remove
at stage swithout violating r(s).
Let P be the requirement which acts at stage s, or P = P As if no requirement acts. IfΦCi (i)[s− 1] converges with use u,
let
Wi = V Cs−1us−1 .
If ΦCi (i)[s − 1] diverges, define Wi = ∅. (This is the collection of strings in V C [s − 1] which cannot be removed from V C
without injuring the computationΦCi (i).) We inductively define
H(Ni, s) =

Wi \R′>Ni H(R′, s) Ni > P∅ Ni < P .
Lemma 1.2. For all s,




Proof. By construction, V C [s] ⊇P H(P , s). For a negative requirementNi, ifH(Ni, s) ≠ ∅, thenH(Ni, s) ⊆ V Cs−1us−1 where
u ≤ r(s), which means Csu = Cs−1u and H(Ni, s) ⊆ V C [s]. Thus
R
H(R, s) ⊆ V C [s].
Suppose




Then σ /∈ H(s), σ was not enumerated into V C at stage s, so σ ∈ V C [s − 1]. Furthermore, the use u satisfies u ≤ r(s), or σ
would have been removed from V C at stage s by changing Cu. So there was some highest priority negative requirementNi
with u ≤ φCi (i)[s− 1], which means σ ∈ H(Ni, s). Thus




Lemma 1.3. For each requirement R, there is a finite set Hˆ(R) = lims H(R, s) consisting of the strings permanently held by
requirementR.
Proof. We argue by induction on the priority ofR.
IfR = P is a positive requirement, H(R, s) ≠ H(R, s− 1) only if some positive requirement P ′ ≥ P acts at stage s or
s− 1. This happens finitely often.
IfR = Ni is a negative requirement, H(R, s) ≠ H(R, s− 1) if and only if some higher priority acts at stage s or s− 1, or
else ΦCi (i)[s] is newly convergent. The former happens finitely often by induction, and the latter happens finitely often by
Lemma 1.1. 
Lemma 1.4. For every positive requirement P Xe and stage s,
w(H(P Xe , s)) < 4
−e−1.
Proof. If H(P Xe , s) ≠ ∅ then H(P Xe , s) = DfX (e,s) \ DfX (e−1,s) andw(DfX (e,s) \ DfX (e−1,s)) < 4−e−1. 
Lemma 1.5. For every negative requirementNi and stage s,
w(H(Ni, s)) < 4−i−1.
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Proof. We argue by induction on the stage s. Certainly at stage 0, no negative requirement holds any string, so the claim
holds at stage 0. Assume the claim holds for all stages prior to some stage s > 0. Then at stage s, the total weight of strings
held by Ni can only increase when ΦCi (i) becomes defined, in which case Ni only holds strings held by some R < Ni at




4−e−1 = 2 · 4
−i−1
3
by Lemma 1.4. It also includes strings held by some Ne with e > i. Assuming the inductive hypothesis, each of these has







Thus the total weight held byNi at stage s is at most 4−i−1. By induction, the claim holds for all s. 
We say t is a true stage for the construction if some positive requirement P acts at stage t , and no positive requirement
P ′ ≥ P acts after stage t . Because each positive requirement acts finitely often, there are infinitely many true stages.
Lemma 1.6. If σ ∈ V C [t] and t is a true stage, then σ ∈ V C .
Proof. Let P be the positive requirement which acts at stage t . Then r(t) is the maximum use u such that ΦCi (i)[t − 1] ↓
with use u for some Ni > P . None of these computations can be injured except when a higher priority requirement
acts, which never happens, so r(s) ≥ r(t) for all s > t . The set H(P ′, s) of strings held by requirement P ′ only
changes when fX (e, s) ≠ fX (e, s − 1) for some P Xe ≥ P ′ (that is, when P ′ or some higher priority requirement acts),
so H(P ′, s) = H(P ′, t) for allP ′ > P . We defined H(t) =P ′>P H(P ′, t), so H(t) ⊆ H(s) for all s > t . Also by definition,
V C [t] = H(t)∪V C r(t)[t−1]. Thus nothing will ever be enumerated into C in order to remove some string in V C [t] from V C ,
because every string in V C [t] is either permanently held by some positive requirementP ′ > P , or permanently restrained
by some negative requirement. Since anything that appears in V C after stage t is enumeratedwith use larger than t , wemust
have Ct t = C t and V C [t] ⊂ V C . 
As a consequence of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.6, we have V C =R Hˆ(R).
Lemma 1.7. w(V C ) < 1.







Hˆ(P Ae ) ∪

e




By Lemma 1.4,w(Hˆ(P Xe )) < 4
−e−1, and by Lemma 1.5,w(Hˆ(Ne)) < 4−e−1. Thus
w(V C ) < 3
∞−
e=0
4−e−1 = 1. 
Lemma 1.8. UA ∪ UB ⊆ V C .
Proof. Fix e ∈ ω and X ∈ {A, B}, and let t be a stage when every positive requirement P ≥ P Xe has finished acting. By
Lemma3, for each i ≤ e and s > t , the function fX (i, s) gives a strong index of a finite setD ⊂ UX such thatw(UX \D) < 4−i−2.
Thus for i ≤ e and s > t , we havew(DfX (i,s) \ DfX (i−1,s)) < 4−i−1, and
V C [s] ⊇ H(s) ⊇ DfX (e,s)
for all s > t . Since some s > t is a true stage,
DfX (e,t) ⊂ V C ,
w(UX \ V C ) < 4−e−2,
and since the above holds for all e and both X ,
UA ∪ UB ⊆ V C . 
Thus the low sets A, B, are LR-reducible to the low c.e. set C , as desired. 
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